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Speaking about transforming your whole website....this new and great tool is worth more than any color
schemer combined. Read this entire page because I am including some fantastic bonuses! KaleidoSite
Pro is a revolutionary software, built to give you a real time impression of giving your entire website a total
make-over! Change the contrast of your whole website? Make it look warmer, darker or even brighter.....
"The real time view of your site morphing into a butterfly, is simply amazing!" You do not have to worry
about changing the elements one by one as you normally do using your favorite editor. KaleidoSite Pro
CAN create new harmonious color schemes for your sites instantly! Dear Friend, Would you rather go
through the nightmare of: Change the header Change the background Change font colors Color of each
link to suit the color scheme Save your work Preview in browser...... "Eeeeeks!!! It turned out awful let's
redo it again...." Or you can use KaleidoSite Pro to preview the changes instantly without ever worrying of
having to edit it again and again and again and ...(this could take forever) KaleidoSite Pro Does Not Only
Process Images... If you're thinking this software only changes the colors of background and text...you're
in for a big surprise... Not only KaleidoSite Pro uses a superior batch image processing core, it will also
process the color of normal text, images, tables & all other HTML elements as well. Unleashed the full
potential of your websites instantly! Change the colors in your html web pages right before your eyes!
KaleidoSite Pro is a powerful site morphing tool that is able to transform your whole website. When I
mention your whole site....I mean THE WHOLE SITE including images, background colors and text! If you
have those adsense ready web pages this tool will do wonders for you because you can instantly
differentiate yourself from any others. If you are a reseller and have tons of those accompanying sales
letters, youcan use this software to change the colors of your header images, your background images
and the text easily with a few simple clicks. Here are just some possibilities of morphing a website from
only 1 single color scheme: Discover How Darn Easy It Is To Change And Personalize Your Adsense
Pages, Your Websites and Your images using KaleidoSite Pro! I am not going to make wild claims that
KaleidoSite Pro is dead easy to use and will do wonders to your html pages...why not take a....
KaleidoSite Pro Product Walkthrough Video tour and witness first hand, how easy it is to use them to

maximize your online profits! Click the image above to launch KaleidoSite Video Walkthrough!
KaleidoSite Pro Works with all types of HTML, CSS web pages and is compatible to jpeg, png, gif, bmp
file formats. THIS OUTSTANDING OFFER WONT BE AROUND FOR LONG SO TAKE ADVANTAGE
NOW BEFORE ITS TOO LATE! Look at it this way -- $47.00 is really a painless drop in the bucket to
soon have the ability to replace your current slave wage income with an incredible Internet based income,
one you grow on your own and one you can be proud of all the way to the bank! Special Time Limited
Bonuses for purchasing today!! BONUS 1 Unleash The Hidden Potentials And Avoid Pitfalls That Will
Cause You To Lose Thousands Silently, By Understanding The Effects Of Colors In Sales And
Marketing! In one of the most overlooked topics in sales and marketing, this report will stun you! Dear
friend, To put the principle of color as a viable marketing tool, a contextual consideration of how and
where it will be utilized is useful including an insight on the demographics of the potential target market.
There are gender-specific color preferences and perceptions, which adds to the confusion to the effective
use of colors. Men prefer bright colors while women have a preference for soft colors. The achievement
of color harmony in graphics design may be defined as a pleasing combination of graphical elements
(fonts, lines, figures and photographs) and their accompanying colors in order to provide a satisfying
visual appeal and elicit a positive response from as many viewers as possible. Color harmony is always
pleasing to the eye and engages the viewer in a positive manner creating an inner sense of order and
balance in what is seen and perceived by the eye. Click here to get the full details but don't buy it from
that site, come back here. This report normally sells for $47.00 but is included with your purchase!
BONUS 2 Who Else Wants To Generate Fabulously Eye Pleasing Web Page Colors at the Slide of a Bar!
How you choose your web sites colors can make or break your business.... Cutting-edge web site design
is not limited to the bells and whistles of layouts, but includes elements like font, size, frames and most
importantly, colors. Colors affect the aesthetic sensibilities of the users; they can either immediately hate
or love your website because of the colors you use. The warmth and feel of your web site its ambience is
a fundamental factor that captures on-line visitors to your e-commerce portal. It either invites or dissuades
their attention. Click here to get the full details but don't buy it from that site, come back here. This
program normally sells for $47.00 but is included with your purchase! BONUS 3 Who Else Wants To
Learn The Hidden Secrets Of Every Single Color Straight Off Your Screen Through A No-Nonsense
Super Handy Color Picker? Cutting-edge web site design is not limited to the bells and whistles of

layouts, but includes elements like font, size, frames and most importantly, colors. Colors affect the
aesthetic sensibilities of the users; they can either immediately hate or love your website because of the
colors you use. The warmth and feel of your web site its ambience is a fundamental factor that captures
on-line visitors to your e-commerce portal. It either invites or dissuades their attention. Pixels,
backgrounds and foregrounds, use of geometric figures, and in terms of shape, size, color, contrast and
appeal characterize a web pages texture. Photographs and halftones provide your web pages with a
cheerful dimension. All these have to work in perfect harmony to create a captivating and engaging visual
delight. Color and texture has a tremendous impact on users emotionally because the best texture and
color combination is not only seen, but felt as well. This is why users unconsciously develop an
unexplained attraction to a web site, and choose to lengthen their stay. Although there is no single bullet
formula to guarantee that everybody will feel the same towards a particular web site with a particular color
scheme, there are color guidelines and techniques that have a favorable influence in a web sites overall
appeal to users, which you can use to your advantage. Click here to get the full details but don't buy it
from that site, come back here. This program normally sells for $47.00 but is included with your purchase!
BONUS 4 This Isn't Anything You've Ever Been Exposed To Before. You're About To Be Handed The
Key That Unlocks And Makes It Possible To Extract Colors Schemes From Images... Designing a
successful website means spending hundreds of man-hours in determining the perfect color combination
and visual appeal. A successful design is the product of an effective interaction of various design
elements fonts, animation, graphics and pictures together with colors and its varying gradients barely
perceptible to the human eye. Click here to get the full details but don't buy it from that site, come back
here. This program normally sells for $47.00 but is included with your purchase! BONUS 5 Finally!
Repositioning yourself against your competitors using effective color branding! However, having accurate
information about your competitors basic infrastructure is even better! More so if you can use it to your
advantage in promoting your own business!... Dear Friend, Each individual has personal preferences in
making their choices, and colors greatly affect this subconscious decision-making process. A judicious
deployment of color contrast and combination with other principal design elements is very important in
order to achieve a successful and harmonious interplay of these various elements. Rhythm plays an
important role in graphics and web design. Until now, it is the exclusive domain of graphics professionals
to determine which background should go with what text and foreground element because they have the

knowledge and training to determine what works best. You and I are left with simply experimenting on
using primary colors, their variant shades and more often than not, we are unsuccessful. This is a very
limiting option for success! Click here to get the full details but don't buy it from that site, come back here.
This program normally sells for $47.00 but is included with your purchase! BONUS 6 Unlock the secrets
to easily change the colors on any image easily while not compromizing on the greatest color schemes?
This Isn't Anything You've Ever Been Exposed To Before. You're About To Be Handed The Key That
Unlocks The Hidden Secrets Of How To Finally Change Any Color On Any Images Fast To Give Your
Site Visitors A Lasting Impression Even Before Your Competitors Can Say..."hey?" No designing
knowledge No Image editor+ = No worries! If you have images that you would like to make more
appealing at no time at all, try KaleidoPhoto! Its like having a team of professional designers doing all the
work for you to instantly apply color changes to any images such as tiff, jpg, jpeg, png and gif while not
compromising on the color scheme efficiency!
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